Abstract: In this paper, the LP 11 mode evolution in a few mode-polarization maintaining fiber is experimentally investigated. Selective conversion from the LP 11a /LP 11b mode to the LP 11b /LP 11a , OAM +1 , and OAM −1 modes are demonstrated with varying wavelengths and fiber lengths. This property may have nice applications in spatial division multiplexing (SDM) systems, and one of them, i.e., the all-fiber compact and robust scalar orbital angular momentum (OAM) generator, which is cascaded by a modeselective coupler and a few mode-polarization maintaining fiber, is also demonstrated with expected performance for conversion between LP 01 mode and OAM +1 /OAM −1 .
Introduction
As the capacity of the current optical fiber systems reaches the limit imposed by nonlinear effects, the possibility of spatial division multiplexing (SDM) methods by use of multicore and multimode fibers has emerged to address the forthcoming capacity crunch [1] , [2] . The optical signals that carry linear polarized (LP) modes or orbital angular momentum (OAM) have attracted great attention for increasing transmission capacity and spectral efficiency in optical communication systems [3] - [5] .
The LP mode and OAM can be referred to as two different types of linear combinations based on degenerate vector modes (i.e., HE, EH, TM and TE) in optical fiber [6] . The manipulation and conversion between these two modes have been taken as key technology in SDM systems [7] . Until now, many approaches have been proposed and demonstrated, which can be divided into three categories, including 1) free space installations [8] - [10] ; 2) planar waveguide technology [11] , [12] ; and 3) fiber devices [13] - [16] . Free space installations can support all the high order modes, including spatial degenerate modes, but it has large insertion loss because of bulky and passive combinations. Planar waveguide technology, which has a rapid development in recent years, represent a promising technique for realizing optical mode manipulation due to its compactness, but the insertion loss at interconnection with fiber is still blind because of mode mismatching. The fiber devices represent an attractive option to perform LP mode or OAM manipulation because of their potential to be directly spliced to transmission fibers, allowing for its more application in practical communication systems.
In this paper, we investigate the LP 11 mode evolution in a few mode-polarization maintaining fiber (FM-PMF, Panda style), and demonstrate the conversion from LP 11 mode to OAM in the FM-PMF. With launching an LP 11a /LP 11b mode whose optical axis is at a specified angle of 45°/135°to the slow axis of FM-PMF, the LP 11b /LP 11a mode, OAM +1 /OAM −1 are obtained by adjusting the FM-PMF length or wavelength. For the usage, a novel all-fiber compact and robust scalar OAM generator used in SDM systems is also demonstrated with expected performance for LP 01 mode to OAM +1/−1 conversion by cascading a mode selective coupler (MSC) and a FM-PMF.
Principles
A typical OAM beam with a phase singularity is characterized by a helical phase front of expðil'Þ, in which ' refers to the azimuth angle and l is the topological charge number. Because of the helical phase structure, the light wave at the axis cancels out, giving rise to a phase singularity. Multiplexing of OAM for communications is based on the fact that coaxially propagating light beams with different OAM states can be efficiently separated. Given their inherent orthogonality, OAM beams with different topological charges are readily distinguishable from one another. Usually, a fiber OAM beam is precisely represented by polarization vortex modes carrying spin angular momentum (SAM, e.g., circularly polarized light). These types of modes are investigated in many cases of optical manipulation, nanofabrication, and telecommunication [17] . However, in the paraxial limit, OAM and polarization can be considered as two independent properties of light, and the scalar OAM beams with uniform polarization also need deep analysis for efficiently increasing the SDM communication system [7] . In this paper, the FM-PMF is employed to investigated the scalar OAM mode with uniform linear polarization containing no SAM.
With weak-guidance approximation, the ordinary few mode fiber (FMF) has a group of linearly polarized (LP) modes which can be obtained by solving the scalar wave equation [18] . Then the scalar OAM modes in a fiber can be obtained by combining degenerate odd and even LP lm modes with =2 or 3=2 phase difference (i.e., OAM AEl ¼ LP lma AE i Â LP lmb ) [16] . In FM-PMF, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the effective indices of two orthogonally decomposed LP 11 modes (odd and even LP 11 modes) are made quite different from each other (>10 −4 ), which causes a short beating length L b at wavelength . The relative phase difference between the two orthogonal LP 11 modes at the output of FM-PMF can always be written as ÁÈ ¼ LðÁn eff Þð2=Þ, where the Án eff is the effective index difference of two orthogonal modes, L is the length of FM-PMF. Thus by changing the length L or the wavelength , a phase difference of =2 or 3=2 between two modes can be achieved. Then as an LP 11 mode aligned at a specified angle (noted as ) of 45°/135°to the slow axis at the input of FM-PMF and the polarization states aligning with fiber slow (fast) axis, as shown in Fig. 1 , a OAM +1 /OAM −1 mode can be consequently generated at the FM-PMF output. In this work, the FM-PMF parameters used in the simulation are specified in Table 1 , and they are based on the practical fiber employed in the experiment. Using the finite elements mode solver (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1), the effective index difference between two orthogonal LP 11 modes is calculated as 4:86 Â 10 À4 at 1550 nm. The beating length for LP 11 mode rotation is further calculated as 3.2 mm at 1550 nm by the equation L b ¼ ðÁÈÞ=ðÁn eff 2Þ. Fig. 1(b) shows the linear relationship between phase difference of two orthogonal LP 11 modes and FM-PMF length with a fixed wavelength of 1550 nm. Mode evolution is also illustrated by the insets in Fig. 1(b) . When LP 11 mode and its polarization state input with above-mentioned manner, the mode intensity will change over one-half beat length from standard LP 11 pattern to elliptical pattern, OAM mode pattern, elliptical pattern, and then back to orthogonal standard LP 11 pattern in sequence. The process is repeated over the remaining half of the beat length such that the initial state is recovered at L ¼ L b and its multiple. The same mode beating can still be achieved by sweeping wavelength in a length-fixed FM-PMF with Beamprop solver (Rsoft 2013), and the beating wavelength range is confirmed by selecting two adjacent wavelength point for peak LP 11a or LP 11b mode power at the fiber output. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the beating wavelength range decreases with elongating the FM-PMF.
Demonstration of LP 11 Mode Evolution in FM-PMF
To verify this property, we conduct an experiment by employing a panda type FM-PMF [as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) ] with a core diameter of 13.8 m and a 0.456% relative index difference between the core and cladding, which can stably hold LP 01 and LP 11 modes. The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 2 . The output completely polarized light of a tunable laser is divided into two parts by a 90:10 coupler. One part of 90% power is used for mode conversion, and the other is used as a reference Gaussian beam to record the phase of generated OAM beam. The LP 01 to LP 11 conversion is realized by a 4f system containing spatial phase plate (SPP), and the converted LP 11 mode is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The LP 11 mode is launched into 20 cm . The polarization controller (PC) and polarizer are used to eliminate the influence of polarization on mode conversion in FM-PMF. Since the phase difference relies on FM-PMF length and operating wavelength, as described in Section 2, the intensity patterns over different wavelength output from the length-fixed FM-PMF are recorded using a CCD, OAM +1 and OAM −1 beams are obtained at 1538 nm and 1548 nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c) . Finally, the output of FM-PMF is collimated by an objective lens and interfered with Gaussian beam. The interferograms are also recorded by CCD, and are shown in Fig. 3(d) and (e). With interference patterns between the generated OAM beams and the reference Gaussian beam, the OAM charge number can be confirmed. Then, the output mode patterns from FM-PMF are investigated by changing fiber length, wavelength and the angle of input LP 11 mode.
The output mode patterns are also recorded with respect to wavelength for fiber length of 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm. Fig. 4(a) shows the experimentally obtained relationship between phase difference of two orthogonal degenerate mode and wavelength in four fibers with different lengths. The confirmation of phase difference is based on the mode patterns variation at the output of FM-PMF. With continually changing the wavelength the mode patterns evolve from LP 11 mode to OAM, to orthogonal rotated LP 11 mode, to the other OAM with reverse charge, and then back to original LP 11 mode. Meanwhile, the corresponding phase difference quasi-linearly vary from 0 to 2. Fig. 4(b) shows the observed mode patterns at different wavelength corresponding to the phase difference from 2 to 0, and these mode patterns indicate that the experimental results (the insets in the second, third, fourth and fifth rows corresponding to experiments with 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm fiber, respectively) coincide with the simulated ones very well. The experiment also shows that the wavelength shifts for LP 11a -LP 11b -LP 11a conversion using FM-PMFs of 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, and 40 cm are 36 nm, 20 nm, 14 nm, and 10 nm, where the central wavelength for OAM −1 /OAM +1 generation are 1527 nm/1545 nm, 1538 nm/1548 nm, 1544 nm/1551 nm, and 1542.5 nm/1547.5 nm, respectively. As a result, a shorter fiber is preferred for enlarging wavelength shift on LP 11a to LP 11b mode conversion, which then decreases the wavelength sensitivity for OAM generation. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) presents the simulated and experimentally observed mode patterns at 20 cm FM-PMF output port with different angle . The angle is the aligning angle between LP 11 mode axis and FM-PMF slow axis and is specified as 45°for OAM generation at the output of FM-PMF. It can be found from the figures that, with the variation of around the 45°, the mode patterns at the fiber output evolve from LP 11 modes (0 phase difference between two decomposed degenerate modes) to elliptical distributed ones (=2 phase difference) and then to another 2 rotated LP 11 modes ( phase difference). As we expected, these patterns will further evolve back to original ones with the increasing of phase difference to 2, which are not shown in the figure. Actually, this can be fully analogous to polarization states evolution in ordinary single mode-polarization maintaining fiber (SM-PMF). It can be also that the experimental results highly coincide with simulation ones.
Demonstration of All-Fiber OAM +1 /OAM −1 Generator
A novel all-fiber OAM generator is obtained by cascading a fiber based mode selective coupler (MSC) [19] and a FM-PMF, as shown in the green frame in Fig. 6 . The MSC is employed for LP 11 mode generation and is fabricated by fusing and tapering a SMF and a FMF according to phase matching condition. At a specific coupling length, the launched fundamental LP 01 mode in the SMF arm can be converted into the higher order mode LP 11 in the FMF. Then, the LP 11 mode output from MSC is injected into FM-PMF with aligning angle of 45°or 135°to fiber axis. By adjusting the wavelength, one can selectively obtain the OAM +1 and OAM −1 modes at the output of length-fixed FM-PMF.
The experiment setup is also sketched in Fig. 6 . This setup is very similar to that in Fig. 2 , with only free space installation replaced by an all-fiber system. A 70:30 optical coupler is used to divide the laser beam. The 70% part is used for OAM generation, and the other is used as a reference beam to confirm the phase structure of the generated OAM. The MSC is fabricated by tapering the fused SMF and FMF with pulling length of 30 mm. In the experiment, the FMF in MSC is a step-index two mode fiber with a core diameter of 15.4 m and a 0.41% index difference between the core and cladding, enabling LP 01 and LP 11 modes propagating stably. The SMF with diameter of 70 m is actually a pre-tapered FMF. The unwanted high order modes in SMF are filtered out by a mode stripper (MS) before MSC to ensure LP 01 injection only. A 10 cm FM-PMF is spliced to the FMF port of MSC, with its slow axis aligned at 45°or 135°to the LP 11 mode output from FMF. It is worth mentioning that the specified aligning angles are realized by rotating the fusing stage holding FM-PMF during alignment, and they are confirmed by the variation of mode patterns output from FM-PMF with respect to wavelength. The FM-PMF used in experiment is same as that in Section 3. The polarization controller (PC) and polarizer are also used to eliminate the impact of polarization. The micrograph of cleaved coupling region of fabricated MSC is shown in Fig. 7(a) , and the output mode patterns at the wavelength of 1545 nm is shown in Fig. 7(b) . In this experiment, the length of FM-PMF can be shortened to ∼0.8 mm (one quarter beating length) to realize a more compact generator, but for simplicity, a 10 cm FM-PMF is adopted for the experiment. Fig. 7 (c) and (d) shows OAM +1 and OAM −1 mode patterns obtained at the output of all-fiber OAM generator, in which the aligning angle between LP 11 mode output from MSC and FM-PMF axis are 45°and 135°, respectively. The central wavelengths for OAM +1 and OAM −1 generation are 1545 nm. Donut profiles can be clearly seen from the two figures. The phase structures are also confirmed by interfering the generated OAM beams with a reference Gaussian beam. The clockwise and counterclockwise spiral interference patterns, as shown in Fig. 7 (e) and (f), respectively, clearly indicate that the OAM +1 and OAM −1 states were successfully obtained at the output of this all-fiber device.
Conclusion
In this paper, LP 11 mode evolution and OAM generation in FM-PMF are experimentally demonstrated by using free space installations. By using four FM-PMFs with different length, the beating wavelength range for mode evolution is characterized, and it becomes shorter as the length decreases. In addition, a comparison among converted beams for different aligning angle shows that the annular pattern at output gradually become elliptical by enlarging the deviation from specified of 45°. As one of the applications in SDM systems, an all-fiber OAM generator converting LP 01 mode to OAM is demonstrated with expected performance by cascading a MSC and a FM-PMF. By adjusting the aligning angle between LP 11 mode output from MSC and cross section axis of FM-PMF, one can selectively obtain the OAM +1 and OAM −1 modes. This scheme for OAM generation using FM-PMF can also be generalized to higher order mode, and for OAM +m /OAM −m generation, the aligning angle between the LP m1 mode and the FM-PMF axis is 90 =ð2 Â mÞ.
